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[1] Magnetic flux erosion by magnetic reconnection occurs at the front of at least some
magnetic clouds (MCs). We first investigate how erosion influences the geo-effectiveness of
MCs in a general sense and using a south-north magnetic polarity MC observed on 18–20
October 1995. Although the magnetic shear at its front may not be known during
propagation, measurements at 1 AU show signatures of local reconnection. Using a standard
MC model, an empirical model of the geomagnetic response (Dst), and an observational
estimate of the magnetic flux erosion, we find that the strength of the observed ensuing
storm was ~30% lower than if no erosion had occurred. We then discuss the interplay
between adiabatic compression and magnetic erosion at the front of MCs. We conclude that
the most geo-effective configuration for a south-north polarity MC is to be preceded by a
solar wind with southward IMF. This stems not only from the formation of a geo-effective
sheath ahead of it but also from the adiabatic compression and reduced (or lack thereof)
magnetic erosion which constructively conspire for the structure to be more geo-effective.
Finally, assuming simple semiempirical and theoretical Alfvén speed profiles expected from
expansion to 1 AU, we provide first-order estimates of the erosion process radial evolution.
We find that the expected reconnection rates during propagation allow for significant
erosion, on the order of those reported. Calculations also suggest that most of the erosion
should occur in the inner heliosphere, and up to ~50% may yet occur beyond
Mercury’s orbit.
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1. Introduction

[2] Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) are central to solar
wind–magnetosphere interaction [Zhang and Burlaga,
1988; Gosling, 1993; Farrugia et al., 1993; Lavraud and
Borovsky, 2008]. They are the drivers of the strongest geo-
magnetic storms and associated hazards in the near-Earth en-
vironment. Their geo-effectiveness is very hard to predict.
This is not only due to the complexity of the processes that

occur at the Sun during their emergence (convection,
reconnection, heating, acceleration/deceleration, deflection, ro-
tation, and else) but is also largely the result of various
processes that occur during their propagation to the Earth. The
formation of shocks and sheath [Gosling et al., 1990], the
orientation and potential crossing of the CME legs [e.g.,
Möstl et al., 2010; Owens et al., 2012], as well as compres-
sion effects at their back owing to trailing high-speed winds
[Fenrich and Luhmann, 1998; Rouillard et al., 2010] have
been much studied and have strong implications for CME
geo-effectiveness. Here we highlight the geo-effective
impact—which has not been addressed so far—of the occur-
rence of magnetic reconnection at the front of CMEs which
erodes away part of the magnetic flux impinging on the
Earth’s magnetosphere.
[3] Magnetic reconnection is ubiquitous in the solar wind

[Farrugia et al., 2001; Gosling et al., 2005, 2006; Phan
et al., 2006; Davis et al., 2006; Huttunen et al., 2008;
Eriksson et al., 2009; Lavraud et al., 2009]. Among the
key signatures to be observed in situ is the presence of a
velocity jet bounded by bifurcated current sheets satisfying
the Walén relation. It has been demonstrated to occur at
various key boundaries, including the heliospheric current
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sheet [Gosling et al., 2006; Lavraud et al., 2009] and within
[Gosling and Szabo, 2008] and at the front boundary of MCs
[Ruffenach et al., 2012]. Reconnection is particularly
frequent in low β plasma (e.g., MCs), even for low magnetic
shear [Gosling and Szabo, 2008], which fact may be
explained by the dependence of magnetic reconnection on
plasma β and magnetic shear [Swisdak et al., 2003, 2010].
[4] If it occurs at the front boundary of a magnetic cloud

(MC), then magnetic reconnection erodes away part of the
magnetic flux contained in the MC [McComas et al., 1988;
Dasso et al., 2006, 2007; Möstl et al., 2008; Ruffenach
et al., 2012]. This erosion process is schematically illustrated
in Figure 1, taken from Ruffenach et al. [2012]. Most of these
previous studies have investigated the influence of such
magnetic erosion process on the total and azimuthal magnetic
flux contents of MCs which had a north-south (NS) magnetic
field polarity (e.g., leading northward and trailing southward
interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) in GSE (geocentric solar
ecliptic) coordinates). Erosion has been also studied using
global magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) simulations [Schmidt
and Cargill, 2003; Taubenschuss et al., 2010], pointing in
particular to the fact that the efficiency of the reconnection
process increases with the relative speed of the MC with
respect to the ambient solar wind.
[5] In Ruffenach et al. [2012], given the transit time of the

MC from the Sun to the Earth and the estimate of the eroded
magnetic flux, the average reconnection rate required to ac-
count for the estimated erosion during propagation was
found to be in the range of 0.12–0.22mV/m, and it was
0.45–0.51mV/m for the events studied in Dasso et al.
[2006, 2007]. They noted that on average, these estimations
are significantly larger than those given in case studies of
reconnection exhausts observed in situ at L1 by Davis et al.
[2006], Phan et al. [2006], and Wang et al. [2010] (0.02,
0.03, and 0.05–0.08mV/m, respectively). Despite this apparent
inconsistency, we will argue in section 5 that reconnection rates

during propagation from the Sun to 1AU may be sufficient for
erosions on the order of those estimated here and in previous
work [cf. Ruffenach et al., 2012].
[6] In the present paper we focus on the analysis of the

influence of such magnetic erosion on the amount and
duration of southward-directed magnetic flux (and driver
electric field) and subsequent geo-effectiveness as given by
both measured and modeled ring current intensities through
the Dst index [e.g., Burton et al., 1975; O’Brien and
McPherron, 2000]. This is done in a generic fashion in
section 2 and then using a case study in section 3. Section 4
specifically discusses the interplay expected between erosion
and compression, while section 5 presents estimates of the
radial evolution of the erosion process. Section 6 provides
some discussion in view of the limitations of the approach
used, and section 7 concludes this paper.

2. Method and Illustration of the Influence of MC
Erosion on the Dst Index

[7] Estimation of the influence of MC erosion on ensuing
geomagnetic storm strength is performed here using a simple,
parametric approach based on an MC analytical model and a
semiempirical model of geomagnetic response. We use a
Lundquist flux rope model [Lundquist, 1950], with a baseline
of 24 h, maximum magnetic field BMAX = 30 nT, and
constant bulk speed |V|= 400 km/s. We take the main MC
axis along the YGSE direction, so that the MC has a south-
north magnetic polarity with its geo-effective part being the
front first half of the MC. These properties were chosen
because they give an electric field Ey (or VBZ parameter) on
the order of ~9mV/m in the front part of the MC, similar to
that observed in the case studied in section 3.
[8] We then make use of the semiempirical model of the

Dst index as parameterized by O’Brien and McPherron
[2000], based on the early work by Burton et al. [1975].

Figure 1. Schematic representing the magnetic structure of (a) noneroded and (c) eroded MCs together
with (b and d) the expected variations in the magnetic field components and accumulated azimuthal
magnetic flux. The analysis needs to be made in the proper MC coordinate system as implicit here.
Figure from Ruffenach et al. [2012].
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TheDst index quantifies the average variation of the horizon-
tal magnetic field component measured on ground near the
equator, as induced by enhancement in the ring current
encircling the Earth during storms. The contribution from
the magnetopause current system needs to be removed prior
to analyzing Dst as an actual index representing the strength
of inner magnetospheric currents. This contribution is given
as a function of solar wind dynamic pressure, as follows:

Dst* ¼ Dst � 7:26
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Pram

p þ 11 (1)

[9] This corrected index is called Dst*. The underlying an-
alytical formula in the semiempirical model [equation (2)] is
made of an injection term (first right-hand term) and a decay
term (second right-hand term) as follows:

d

dt
Dst* tð Þ ¼ Q tð Þ � Dst* tð Þ

τ
(2)

where τ is a decay time scale in hours. Although the decay
time scale has been shown to depend on the Dst value
[Dasso et al., 2002; Aguado et al., 2010], we here use a
constant decay time scale as parameterized by O’Brien and
McPherron [2000] since our analysis does not focus on storm

recovery phase. Magnetospheric and ring current driving are
intimately related to the electric field (VBZ in mV/m) and
dynamic pressure (Pram in nPa) of the impinging solar wind.
The injection term Q (nT h�1) is built as

Q ¼ 0 VBz ≤ 0:49 mV=m (3a)

Q ¼ �4:4 VBz� 0:49ð Þ VBz > 0:49 mV=m (3b)

The decay time scale τ (in hours) from equation (2) has the
following parameterization:

τ ¼ 2:40e6:66=4:69 Bz ≥ 0 nT (4a)

τ ¼ 0:40e9:74= 4:69þVBzð Þ Bz < 0 nT (4b)

The Dst* index is calculated at time t +Δt (Δt is 1 h) through
direct integration of equation (2) using the time series of
VBZ. Because our analysis is primarily qualitative, we will
present only Dst* values using a small Pram = 1 nPa, consis-
tent with the small value observed within the MC of 18–20
October 1995.
[10] Figure 2 illustrates the impact of the erosion process

on the Dst* index for the given MC model. Figure 2a shows
the VBZ parameter, first positive then negative, as expected
for a south-north polarity MC. The black line shows the
noneroded MC, and every subsequent colored curve corre-
sponds to an eroded MC in increments of 1 h. The corre-
sponding Dst* response according to the O’Brien and
McPherron [2000] model is given in Figure 2b, and its rate
of change is given in Figure 2c. This figure clearly highlights
the direct impact of the erosion process on the resulting storm
strength. Although the Dst model used is not linear by
construction (owing to the decay term), it is a direct and
monotonic function of the VBZ amplitude and duration.
Although overall trivial, this plot gives a direct and clear
feeling about the potential importance of the erosion process.
Using multispacecraft observations of the 19–20 November
2007 MC, Ruffenach et al. [2012] showed an erosion of
almost 50% of its azimuthal magnetic flux at the front (corre-
sponding to ~25% of the unsigned magnetic flux measured
over the full MC sample). This particular MC had a north-
south orientation, and the erosion thus had little impact at
the Earth. Had it been of reversed polarity, Figure 2 shows
that the ensuing storm would have been significantly reduced
owing to erosion.

3. The South-North Polarity MC of 18
October 1995

[11] We now illustrate the erosion process using an actual
south-north polarity MC which occurred on 18–20 October
1995 and drove a storm with minimum Dst* of ~123 nT.
Figure 3 shows the solar wind data for this event. The event
is labeled “MC,” and its boundaries are given with dashed
vertical lines. We define them at 19:01 UT on 18 October
and 01:37 UT on 20 October, similar to Larson et al.
[1997]. The leading shock and sheath are marked. The MC
core magnetic field strength is on the order of 20–25 nT.
The speed is ~400 km/s and constant within the MC. The
VBZ parameter is shown in Figure 3b and, on purpose, is
similar to that used in Figure 2. Despite a small temporal

Figure 2. Parametric study of expected MC erosion impact
on ensuing storm strength. (a) VBZ parameter (i.e., solar wind
electric field) based on a Lundquist flux rope model with
BMAX = 23 nT and |V| = 400 km/s. (b) Expected Dst index
using the semiempirical model of O’Brien and McPherron
[2000] using a ram pressure PRAM= 1 nPa. (c) Rate of the
Dst change from the semiempirical model. The black lines
show the results for a noneroded flux rope. Various levels
of MC erosion are shown with colored curves (from purple
to red), based on 1 h increments.
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lag, the modeled Dst* following O’Brien and McPherron
[2000] is reproducingwell the observed value and, in particular,
its magnitude.
[12] This event was chosen because it has a clean magnetic

cloud structure, rather clear boundaries, and a main axis
orientation as determined from minimum variance analysis
(MVA) close to YGSE. The axis orientation we use is (0.37,
�0.91, �0.19), or θ=�18° and φ = 292°, in GSE coordi-
nates. This MC has been studied by several authors
[Lepping et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1997; Janoo et al.,
1998; Collier et al., 2001; Hidalgo et al., 2002; Dasso
et al., 2006]. The timing of the end boundary of the MC
and the main axis orientation differ slightly between these
studies (cf. details in Dasso et al. [2006]). However, the axis
orientations found are all well oriented toward YGSE, and, as
can be seen in Dasso et al. [2006, Figure 5], even using an
earlier MC end boundary yields a significant asymmetry in
azimuthal magnetic field structure, compatible with erosion
as also reported next in our analysis.
[13] Figure 4 shows the higher-resolution magnetic field

data in the proper MC frame of reference. This frame is de-
fined [e.g., Dasso et al., 2006; Ruffenach et al., 2012] so that
Zcloud is the main axis of the MC. The direction d is defined
by the rectilinear trajectory of the spacecraft (Xgse), Ycloud is
in the direction Zcloud× d, and Xcloud completes the right-
handed coordinate system (cf. illustration in Figure 1). The

MC main axis is found using a combined “nested-bootstrap”
minimum variance analysis (MVA) on the normalized
magnetic field inside the MC [cf. Ruffenach et al., 2012].
We apply a bootstrap method [e.g., Kawano and Higuchi,
1995] with 1000 random data resamplings. We repeat this
for seven nested time intervals within the MC separated by
10min: each of the seven time intervals begins 10min after
the previous and ends 10min before. This resampling is
meant to assess the magnetic field intrinsic variability impact
on the main MC axis determination and, in turn, the impact
on the asymmetry in azimuthal magnetic flux.
[14] The black line in Figure 4 shows the azimuthal

magnetic field component in the average frame of reference
(from all MVA analyses). Using all axes determined by the
aforementioned nested-bootstrap MVA method, the colored
curves display the accumulated magnetic flux per unit length
(Fy/Lin) following the direct method from Dasso et al.
[2007], defined as follows:

Fy xð Þ=Lin
� � ¼ ∫t xð Þ

tin By;cloud t’ð ÞVx;cloud t’ð Þdt’ (5)

where tin is the time of the MC’s front boundary, and By and
Vx are the respective components of the magnetic field and
velocity in the MC frame (cf. above).
[15] The color curves in Figure 4 cross the X axis, on average,

~4 h before the end of the magnetic cloud. This asymmetry in
accumulated magnetic flux, as discussed in the introduction
and illustrated in Figure 1, is taken as the signature of magnetic
flux erosion by magnetic reconnection at the front of this MC.
Based on this analysis and following the methods detailed in
Dasso et al. [2006], estimates of the eroded azimuthal magnetic
flux per unit length is ~1.28×1021Mx/AU (24.0% of the total
azimuthal flux), and the eroded total axial magnetic flux is
~0.46×1021Mx (24.1% of the total axial flux). It should be

Figure 3. OMNI solar wind data from the 18–20 October
1995 MC and storm. (a) Ram pressure and magnetic field
magnitude (red). (b) VBZ parameter, i.e., the solar wind
electric field. (c) Measured (black) and modeled (blue) Dst*
indexes, i.e., the Dst index corrected for the contribution from
the magnetopause current contribution (cf. text for details). (d)
Solar wind proton speed. The CME (magnetic cloud) and its
leading shock and sheath are highlighted.

Figure 4. High-resolution azimuthal magnetic field compo-
nent (black line, left axis) in the average (from MVA analysis;
cf. text for details) MC coordinate system for the 18–20
October 1995 event. The colored curves show the integrated
azimuthal magnetic flux using the various MC axis orientations
resulting from applying a nested-bootstrap MVA method. The
observed asymmetry with a ~4h long back region of azimuthal
flux excess is deemed to correspond to erosion at the front of the
MC (cf. also Figure 1).
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noted that for the same MC, Dasso et al. [2006] found even
more erosion than that reported here using an earlier MC rear
boundary crossing time.
[16] Figures 5a–5e show a zoom in of 3 s resolution proton

density, temperature, velocity, and magnetic field data from
the Wind spacecraft at the front boundary of the MC, in the
GSE coordinate system. The boundary shows a first clear ro-
tation of the magnetic field BY component at the first thick
vertical black line. At that time, the spacecraft enters a
transition region with both mixed properties in density and
temperature (i.e., intermediate values in Figure 5a) and a
clear velocity jet of ~20 km/s and ~50 km/s in the VY and
VZ components, respectively. A second, fainter magnetic
boundary is seen at the second thick vertical line, which cor-
responds to the end of the plasma mixing region and of the
velocity jet. Applying the Walén test inward from the dashed
green lines (i.e., at times outside the exhaust), with first
correlated and then anticorrelated changes between the
velocity and magnetic field components (cf. Phan et al.
[2006] for details on such Walén test application), we
observe a good correlation between the measured and
predicted velocity changes for the first current sheet (thick
dashed curves in Figures 5c–5e). Despite the direction being
correct, the predicted velocity changes at the second current
sheet are not as good: the changes are expected to be larger than
the actual observations. We note that this particular boundary is
highly asymmetric, with significantly different densities (from
50 cm�3 down to 2 cm�3 over the interval shown) andmagnetic
field magnitudes each side. The Alfvén speed is thus
extremely high on theMC side (right-hand side).We speculate

that this strong asymmetry is related to the inaccuracy of the
Walén test, but this topic is left for future studies. In summary,
despite the partial failure of the Walén test on one side, its suc-
cess on the other side together with the presence of two current
sheets bounding a significant velocity jet with mixed plasma
properties argues in favor of ongoing magnetic reconnection
at this boundary.

4. Interplay Between Magnetic Erosion
and Adiabatic Compression

[17] We now investigate what the geomagnetic response
would have been had the MC of 18–20 October 1995 not
been eroded. Figure 6 shows modeling results akin to those
performed in Figure 2. The black lines in Figure 6 show
results for a Lundquist flux rope model with BMAX = 23 nT,
solar wind speed |V| = 400 km/s, and ram pressure Pram = 1
nPa. The MC duration is set to 30 h. The choice of these
properties will be made evident in the following.
[18] The magnetic field magnitude in the 18–20 October

1995 MC does not show a maximum value near the center
(cf. Figure 3a), as would be expected from a pure
Lundquist solution. This most likely owes to compression
of the MC. This is common, particularly at the fronts of
MCs which expand into a slower solar wind, and is the case
here with the formation of a shock and sheath ahead. So as to
best reproduce the characteristics of this particular MC for
modeling purposes, the blue lines in Figure 6 correspond to
a “compressed” Lundquist model. This is done assuming a
constant magnetic field strength throughout the MC, as

Figure 5. High-resolution magnetic field and velocity data for a short interval at the front boundary of
the 18–20 October 1995 MC: (a) (left) ion density and (right) temperature, (b) magnetic field components
(X: black, Y: red, Z:blue), and (c, d, and f) the X, Y, and Z velocity components. The GSE system is used
here. A possible reconnection exhaust, which shows both bifurcated current and a velocity jet within it, is
highlighted with the black vertical thick lines. A Walén test was performed inward from the two green
vertical dashed lines each side of the exhaust with successively correlated and anticorrelated changes
in the V-B Walén relationship. The expected velocity changes (from the magnetic field changes) in each
component are shown with the dashed curves on top of the measured velocity component.
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observed in our event, and by reducing the duration of the
MC (black lines) so that the total magnetic flux remains equal
to the noncompressed Lundquist solution (cf. Démoulin and
Dasso [2009] for more detailed modeling of MC compres-
sion during propagation). The red lines in Figure 6 show
the results now assuming a compressed magnetic cloud that
has been eroded in a proportion similar to the erosion
observed for the 18–20 October 1995 MC, i.e., equivalent
to removing a 4 h long interval at the front. The duration of
this compressed and eroded model MC is now 29h, consistent
with that of the MC under study. Similarly, the magnetic field,
speed, and VBZ are of the same order.
[19] Comparing the black and blue lines in Figure 6c, we

observe that the mere compression of the MC leads to
enhanced geo-effectiveness. The increase is ~27% in the
expected Dst* response. This is a known effect, which is of
the same kind as that produced by compression at the rear
of north-south MCs which are followed by high-speed
streams, as highlighted by Fenrich and Luhmann [1998].
Of core interest here is the impact of erosion, which is
observed by comparing the red curves with the blue and
black curves. As can be seen, the erosion significantly lowers
the Dst* response as compared to the similarly compressed
but noneroded (blue lines) MC by ~30%. This brings the
geomagnetic response to the level of the noneroded and

noncompressed MC (black lines). This is only a coincidence
given the setup of our calculations and would be different if
using either a larger or a smaller compression, for instance.
[20] Despite the MC of 18–20 October 1995 looking fairly

symmetric and its structure well preserved from a quick
glance at the data (e.g., in Figure 3), detailed analysis reveals
the probable removal of a significant amount of southward
oriented magnetic field at its front owing to erosion, together
with compressive effects. Had it been compressed but not
eroded—even of such a small amount given the long duration
of this MC—the geomagnetic response in Dst* would have
been ~30% larger, according to the model used here.
[21] The occurrence and amount of erosion is directly

related to the orientation of the IMF in the solar wind prevail-
ing ahead of the MC during propagation. If an MC similar to
that observed on 18–20 October 1995 had impacted the Earth
noneroded, it would have meant that the IMF ahead of it had
an orientation predominantly similar to that in the front part
of the MC during most of its propagation, that is, directed
southward. A south-north MC impinging on the Earth
noneroded is thus likely to be preceded by a sheath with
compressed southward magnetic field, adding to the whole
structure’s geo-effectiveness. Furthermore, in the absence
of erosion, the compression may be expected larger. In an
essentially symmetric fashion, an eroded south-north polarity
MC may have a lower impact not only because of shorter
southward magnetic field duration in its front part but also
because the sheath ahead is more likely to have a non-geo-
effective northward orientation. These possibilities deserve
dedicated studies.

5. Estimates of the Radial Dependence
of Magnetic Cloud Erosion

[22] We restate here that the sole observation of ongoing
magnetic reconnection at the front boundary of MCs demon-
strates that erosion does occur, even if just in a small amount
as observed locally. A key remaining issue is thus whether the
reconnection rate can be sufficiently large during propagation
to allow for the amount of magnetic flux erosion invoked in this
and previous studies. Here we argue, based on simple calcula-
tions, that the reconnection rates and their profile in the inner
heliosphere (up to 1AU) are capable of producing the erosion
on the order of those reported. This is thanks to the combination
of relatively large Alfvén speeds in MCs and their leading
sheaths (as compared to regular solar wind) and the increase
in Alfvén speed upon approach to the Sun.

5.1. Reconnection Rates at 1AU

[23] Local measures of the reconnection rate have been
made for a few well-defined exhausts at 1AU. Studies by
Davis et al. [2006], Phan et al. [2006], and Wang et al.
[2010] found reconnection rates of 0.02, 0.03, and
0.08mV/m for magnetic field magnitudes/magnetic shears
of ~10 nT/145°, ~11 nT/140°, and ~14 nT/143°, respectively.
While the two former cases occurred in rather regular slow
solar wind, the latter was observed at the front of an MC. In
addition to the magnetic field being a little higher, the latter
case was also characterized by lower densities (~4–8 cm�3

rather than ~8–14 cm�3). These properties are thus consistent
with the reconnection rate scaling with the Alfvén speed in
the vicinity of the reconnection region [e.g., Cassak and

Figure 6. Estimates of the effect of compression and
erosion on ensuing storm strength, based on input parameters
consistent with the 18–20 October 1995 MC. A solar wind
speed of 400 km/s and a ram pressure of 1 nPa are used.
The black curves are based on a pure Lundquist flux rope
model with BMAX = 23 nT and a 30 h duration. The blue lines
correspond to a “compressed” Lundquist model, and the red
line corresponds to an eroded (by 4 h) compressed model. (a)
Magnetic field magnitude. (b) VBZ parameter, i.e., the solar
wind electric field. (c) Modeled Dst index and (d) its rate of
change (cf. text for details).
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Shay, 2007] or a hybrid version of it in the asymmetric cases
[e.g., Borovsky and Hesse, 2007]. Note that the reconnection
rate at the possible reconnection exhaust at the front of the
18–20 October 1995 MC cannot be properly measured
owing to the exhaust being less well defined than in the case
studies reported above.We yet do not expect it to be particularly
high at the time of in situ measurement since, despite higher
magnetic fields, the magnetic shear is rather low (~34°).
[24] As mentioned byMcComas et al. [1988], internal MC

magnetic field orientations are a priori unrelated to the
upstream draped field orientations, so that approximately half
of the time we would expect the two regions to have
magnetic fields which are more antiparallel than parallel. In
other words, and also in view of recent works suggesting that
magnetic reconnection is ubiquitous even for low magnetic
shear [Gosling and Szabo, 2008; Phan et al., 2010] (cf. also
Swisdak et al. [2003, 2010] for dependence on plasma β and
shear), we may roughly assume that magnetic reconnection
could be ongoing about half of the time during propagation.
Note that magnetic fields in front of an MC that are parallel
to the leading-edge MC magnetic field (and which may
preclude magnetic reconnection about half of the time) will
typically not hold in front of the MC but drape and diverge
around it. This allows for new plasma with different mag-
netic field conditions to perpetually come into contact and
reconnect with the front MC boundary during propagation,
in a fashion akin to the Earth’s magnetosphere (but cf.
section 6 for further discussion).
[25] Given (1) reconnection rates of 0.02–0.08mV/m for (2)

magnetic fields of ~10–14 nT and (3) magnetic shears of ~145°
in the aforementioned case studies, the reconnection rate for the
higher Alfvén speeds expected at the front of most MCs (e.g.,
lower density and higher magnetic fields of ~20 nT as in the
present 18–20 1995 event) may be assumed on the order of
0.1mV/m locally at 1AU for half of the time when the
magnetic shear is expected in the range of 90°–180° (i.e., more
antiparallel than parallel magnetic fields). The average
reconnection rate for random magnetic shear can thus be
approximated to ~0.05mV/m, making the strong assumption
that no reconnection occurs for low magnetic shear (certainly
low reconnection rates anyway). It should be noted that such
an average reconnection rate is not exaggerated if one compares
to the more commonly studied case of the Earth’s magneto-
pause. With magnetic fields typically less than an order of
magnitude higher (~20 nT at an MC front and ~100 nT at the
magnetopause), reconnection rates at the Earth’s magnetopause
are easily in excess of 1.0mV/m [Mozer and Retinò, 2007],
more than an order of magnitude higher than the cases reported
in the solar wind for comparable magnetic shear ranges.
[26] Using the MC transit time to 1AU and the estimate of

the eroded magnetic flux [cf. Ruffenach et al., 2012] for the
present 18–20 October 1995 MC event, we find an average
reconnection rate in the range of ~0.2–0.3mV/m. Whether
using only the azimuthal flux or both the azimuthal and axial
flux (which is lower), estimates of the average reconnection
rates fall in the range of 0.12–0.51mV/m when including
the events from Ruffenach et al. [2012] and Dasso et al.
[2006, 2007]. These estimates must be viewed as rough since
they entail numerous hypotheses related to the MC cross-
sectional shape, length, (non-)expansion, etc. However, it
is clear that the magnitude of the reconnection rates required
during propagation to account for the erosion estimated in

these studies remains on the order of 2–10 times larger than
that expected to be able to occur in front of MCs at
1 AU, i.e., ~0.05mV/m on average according to the simple
scaling argument given in the previous paragraph.

5.2. Radial Profile of Alfvén Speeds and Average
Reconnection Rates

[27] However, Alfvén speeds and reconnection rates are
expected to be higher closer to the Sun [e.g., Lavraud and
Borovsky, 2008]. We thus provide here calculations based
on simple analytical and empirical models of the radial pro-
file of the Alfvén speed from the Sun to 1AU, which are
meant to reflect the expected profile of the reconnection rate
during propagation.
[28] Most models of magnetic field and density—and thus

Alfvén speed (|B|/√ρμ0)—profiles as a function of heliospheric
distance have the following simple analytical form:
<B> or<N> = aR�b, where R is the radial distance, a is the
magnetic field magnitude or density at 1AU, and b is the
exponent representing the decay due to the three-dimensional
expansion of the solar wind. We choose to use three models
which cover a sufficient range of Alfvén speed profiles to
provide an estimate of the errors associated with the use of such
simple models.
[29] The first model was built by Leitner et al. [2007] from

actual MC observations at various distances in the helio-
sphere (using mean values within the MC). In this model,
the magnetic field is parameterized with a = 18.1 nT and
b = 1.64, while the density is parameterized with a = 7.24
cm�3 and b = 2.44. Because our purpose is to compare the
profiles, we use the same baseline values at 1AU for the
parameter a in the implementation of the following two
models. The second model comes from regular non-CME
solar wind observations and combines results from Mariani
and Neubauer [1990] for the magnetic field and Schwenn
[1990] for the density using Helios data. In this case, we have
b = 1.56 (the other value of 1.84 from Helios 2 is not used as
it falls in the same ballpark of the other curves discussed later
in Figure 7) for the magnetic field and b = 2.1 for the density.
Finally, the third model comes from purely theoretical con-
siderations of solar wind expansion, so that b = 2.0 for both
the density and the radial magnetic field component and
b = 1.0 for the azimuthal magnetic field component [e.g.,
Osherovich et al., 1993; Farrugia et al., 1993]. Using these
values, the magnetic field magnitude and Alfvén speed
profiles are shown with the colored curves in Figures 7a
and 7b, from the solar surface (~0.0046AU) to 1AU.
[30] Again, it is a known fact that the local Alfvén speed at

mesoscales next to the reconnection region is a key ingredi-
ent to determining the reconnection rate [e.g., Cassak and
Shay, 2007; Borovsky and Hesse, 2007], with, in the fast
magnetic reconnection regime, the inflow speed ~10% of
the local Alfvén speed. The profiles in Figure 7b thus provide
a qualitative estimate of the reconnection rate profile during
propagation in a statistical sense, assuming randomly vari-
able local magnetic shear at the MC’s front boundary and a
constant MC velocity profile (which is reasonable between
the Sun and the Earth, except very close to the Sun).
Making these assumptions, the average reconnection rate
experienced at the front of an MC during propagation scales
as the average Alfvén speed during propagation. These
average Alfvén speeds are given as the colored dashed lines
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of constant value for each model in Figure 7b. They are be-
tween 1.6 (black case) and 3.5 (red case) times higher than
the Alfvén speeds at 1AU, for the given models. This is to
be compared with the factor 2–10 difference between esti-
mates of the average reconnection rates at the leading edge
of MCs at 1AU (0.05mV/m) and reconnection rates required
to account for the erosion observed in this and previous stud-
ies (0.12–0.51mV/m) [Dasso et al., 2006, 2007; Ruffenach
et al., 2012].
[31] The increase in Alfvén speed toward the Sun com-

bined with the relatively large Alfvén speeds in MCs and
their sheaths (compared to the more regular solar wind) are
thus able to reconcile, to the first order and in a statistical
sense, the rather low reconnection rates observed so far in
situ at 1AU with the seemingly high rates required for the
significant magnetic flux erosions reported.
[32] Therefore, in the event of highly favorable mag-

netic shear conditions during propagation—the potential
occurrence of which remains to be studied—the process
may lead to significantly larger erosions than those
reported so far. In this context, it is worth citing the
simulation work of Shiota et al. [2010]. Despite using
an MHD approach which may not necessarily provide
realistic reconnection rates, this work suggested the
possibility of almost total MC erosion with highly favor-
able conditions. Although highly speculative, this opens
the question as to whether this process could explain
the fact that some coronal mass ejections do not possess
an embedded, well-defined magnetic structure.

5.3. Radial Profile of the Erosion Process

[33] Finally, because reconnection rates are expected to
increase on average on approach to the Sun, wemay investigate
where most of the erosion is susceptible to occur, again in a
statistical sense assuming randommagnetic shear during propa-
gation and based on the given models. For that purpose,
Figure 7c shows the accumulated Alfvén speed profiles, in
percentile of the total accumulated Alfvén speed up to 1AU
(assuming a constant velocity profile). Because the
reconnection rate is assumed to scale with the Alfvén speed,
and whatever the total amount of erosion discussed, these
curves shed lights on where most of the erosion may occur.
The black thin lines aremeant to guide the eye and highlight that
between 47 and 67% of the erosion is statistically expected to
occur within Mercury’s orbit, given the present models.

6. Discussion of Some Limitations of the Approach

[34] First, we ought to be reminded here that the magnetic
flux erosion estimates using the direct method of Dasso et al.
[2006], based on azimuthal magnetic flux asymmetry, relies
on the use of methods (e.g., MVA as used here) which are
known to have deficiencies. For instance, their reliability de-
pends on the impact parameter (the minimal distance of the
trajectory to the main axis, normalized to the MC radius)
[e.g., Gulisano et al., 2007] and possible crossing of the
MC legs [Owens et al., 2012], as well as on often present
large-scale magnetic fluctuations within the MC. These facts
render the analysis of the asymmetry of MCs quite uncertain.
Multispacecraft data analyses such as in Ruffenach et al.
[2012] permit to reduce these uncertainties. Future statistical
studies of the erosion process will provide further informa-
tion on this matter. For the 18 October 1995 studied here,
however, the impact parameter is estimated low (0.07).
[35] Regarding MC properties, we have used a simple

cylindrical Lundquist model for our calculations, while more
complex shapes may exist [e.g.,Mulligan and Russell, 2001;
Owens, 2006; Savani et al., 2010]. The use of a simple model
is sufficient for illustrating the impact of erosion to the first
order as done here. What may affect the erosion process,
however, is the impact of the MC shape on the plasma flows
in the sheath [e.g., Siscoe and Odstrcil, 2008] and, in turn, on
the ability to transport the reconnected magnetic flux to the
side and away from the MC nose where reconnection is
expected to continue. Such aspects are beyond the scope of
the present study and deserve dedicated simulation work.
[36] The validity of the Dstmodel used here should be also

mentioned. In addition to being valid for only storm strength
with minimum Dst>�150 nT, as determined by O’Brien
and McPherron [2000], the model is semiempirical and has
significant inherent statistical uncertainties. It remains that
the erosion process should have an impact on the order of that
presented here, on average, if applied to a sufficiently large
set of events. In any case, there is no doubt that an eroded
MC with shorter duration southward magnetic field at its
front will be less geo-effective, independent of theDstmodel
which merely provides an estimate.
[37] The erosion process is directly dependent upon the

magnetic shear at the front boundary during propagation
and, therefore, on the orientation of the IMF in the solar wind
prevailing ahead of the MC. Not only is this orientation very
hard to predict even using state-of-the-art models that

Figure 7. Radial profiles of the (a) magnetic field strength,
(b) Alfvén speed, and (c) cumulative distribution (in percen-
tile) of the Alfvén speed up to 1AU in the heliosphere for
three different models: black, blue, and red. The dashed lines
in Figure 7b show the average value of the Alfvén speed. The
thin lines in Figure 7c highlight the values of the distribution
at Mercury’s orbit.
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reconstruct the coronal magnetic field, but this orientation is
strongly affected during propagation by compressional
effects, large-scale Alfvén waves, the flux-tube texture of
the solar wind, and turbulence at all scales. Despite being a
major limiting factor, we do not foresee any simple way to
estimate the distribution of magnetic shear at the MCs’ front
boundary during propagation.
[38] A significant assumption in the estimates of the erosion

radial evolution comes from the fact that reconnection could
be absent despite parameters such as the plasma β and magnetic
shear being favorable. This could owe, for instance, to the
current sheet being too thick. However, MCs that expand into
the ambient solar windwith higher speed should be able to drive
the thinning of the front current sheet. In particular, in an anal-
ogy to magnetic reconnection at the Earth’s magnetopause,
one may speculate that compression and draping over MC
boundaries ought to favor the occurrence of magnetic
reconnection somewhere on its outer boundary at all times.
Such considerations deserve future work.
[39] Finally, it should be noted that the modeled Alfvén

speed values extrapolated close to the Sun (between 1000
and 10000 km/s) in Figure 7 are on the order of those given
by dedicated models of the Alfvén speed profile in the
near-Sun corona, in the 1000–5000 km/s range [cf. Evans
et al., 2008]. While the Leitner et al. [2007] extrapolation
(black line in Figure 7b) is rather low for active regions in
the low corona, the regular solar wind model (red line), on
the other hand, seems to overestimate the magnetic field
there. Overall, the use of these three different models, possi-
bly both underestimating and overestimating actual profiles,
provides a reasonably large set of uncertainties for the pur-
pose of the present study.

7. Conclusions

[40] Albeit using simple models and calculations, the pres-
ent study provides important new information regarding the
geo-effectiveness and radial evolution of the process of MC
erosion by magnetic reconnection. The main conclusions
may be summarized as follows:
[41] 1. It is a fact that MC erosion occurs at the front

boundary of MCs, at least at times. The sole observation of
reconnection exhausts at the front of some MC is a
sufficient proof.
[42] 2. Estimates of the influence of such an erosion process

for a given MC that occurred on 18 October 1995 show that
the erosion may have led to a decrease in geo-effectiveness
(as measured by the Dst index) on the order of ~30%.
[43] 3. A parametric study shows that this decrease may, in

principle, be very large. However, whether the process is
often significant will require future statistical study.
[44] 4. It is further highlighted that under favorable condi-

tions (i.e., parallel sheath and MC magnetic field during most
of the propagation), the combined effect of front compression
and reduced (or lack thereof) magnetic erosion will construc-
tively conspire to enhance the geo-effectiveness of MCs.
[45] 5. Conversely, extreme erosions may significantly

affect the integrity of MCs and thus could explain the fact that
some coronal mass ejections do not possess an embedded,
well-defined magnetic structure.
[46] 6. Using simple models of the Alfvén speed radial

profile in the solar wind and MCs, the average reconnection

rates expected during propagation should be between 1.6
and 3.5 larger than those measured at 1AU, placing observed
reconnection rates in the solar wind at 1AU in reasonable
agreement with those estimated from the amount of erosion
observed in this and previous case studies.
[47] 7. Finally, our calculations also suggest that a significant

fraction of the erosion ought to occur within Mercury’s orbit,
but that yet up to 50% of the erosion may occur beyond it.
[48] Studies are underway to statistically examine the occur-

rence of this process over recent solar cycles. For instance, it
is possible that the geo-effectiveness of the frontside erosion
process may have solar cycle dependence, following the
north-south/south-north MC polarity dependence [Mulligan
et al., 1998]. Future inner heliospheric probes such as Solar
Orbiter, Bepi-Colombo, and Solar Probe Plus will be ideal to
further quantify this process.
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